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1 Rationale  3.19 

Christopher Fox, speaker 

 2 Scanner 4.16 

Julia Doyle, soprano 

 3  Patrol 5.52 

James Weeks, speaker/shouter 

 4 Hanging Line 7.33 

Juliet Fraser, soprano 

 5 Dialodia 2.52 

Juliet Fraser, soprano; Jimmy Holliday, bass 

 6 Triptych 4.12 

Julia Doyle, soprano 

 7 Urtext 2.37 

Jimmy Holliday, bass 

 8 Outsider 7.12 

Tom Williams, counter-tenor; Jimmy Holliday, bass 

Julia Doyle and Juliet Fraser, sopranos;  

 9 Babel  3.17 

Tom Williams, counter-tenor 

10 Security Code 5.31 

Juliet Fraser, soprano with megaphone 

11 Errata 4.03 

Christopher Fox, speaker 

12 Index 2.11 

Ensemble 

Total CD duration          53.00

EXAUDI vocal ensemble, director James Weeks



The Music 

In 1998 the Dutch group with whom I regularly collaborate, the 
Ives Ensemble, asked me to create an evening-long work for 
their 2000/1 season, the only stipulation being that ‘it should 
not be a concert’. Eventually I realised that the work should be 
a sort of installation, a body of musical material called 
Everything You Need To Know which could be deployed in many 
different ways, depending on the instrumentalists and spaces 
available. Quite soon I also realised that the work needed a 
guide, offering a parallel version of the same ideas in a 
different form, like a catalogue for an exhibition of visual art. 

This became a series of pieces for solo voice, a ‘catalogue irraisoné’, and in 
keeping with my original conception, I decided to base them on a multilingual 
collection of texts which offered introductions to different sites. These included 
a Catalan guide to the architecture of Barcelona, the Michelin guide to Corsica, 
a Dutch text on the Rembrandthuis in Amsterdam, an essay on Rachel 
Whiteread’s (now destroyed) sculpture ‘House’, and a welcome to his country 
addressed to the delegates of the 1999 World Music Days from the president of 
Romania. Most I understood; one in Finnish, I did not. Two I understand now 
were of special significance: in a passage from Canto XIV of the Inferno1 Dante 
has his underworld guide, Virgil, describe the sources of the rivers of  Hell; in 
the other, from Book VI of the Aeneid2, the Sibyl explains to Virgil how easy it 
is to descend into Hades and how hard to return. These texts set the tone for a 
catalogue which is not so much about real things in real places as about ideas, 
remembrance and the possibility of improbable, imagined connections. 

1
 Canto XIV, lines 95-120 

2
  Book VI, lines 126-129 



Catalogue irraisoné plays with language, with comprehensibility 
and with modes of articulation, from speech, to declamation, to 
song. Originally the music was intended for a single voice, the 
soprano Barbara Hannigan who gave the first performance as 
part of the premiere of the complete Everything You Need To 
Know in May 2001, but even as I created it I heard other voices 
too. Four movements, ‘Rationale’, ‘Babel’, ‘Urtext’ and ‘Errata’ 
were designed so that I could perform them with my own 
rather more limited vocal resources and two, ‘Dialodia’ (the first 
to be written) and ‘Outsider’ (the last) implicitly suggest the 
presence of more than one voice. Within a performance of 
Everything You Need To Know, the Catalogue should probably 
always be assigned to a single singer, but as a work in its own 
right this multi-vocal EXAUDI version is exactly how it should 
sound 
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The Composer 

Christopher Fox (b.1955) is a 
musician who sometimes writes 
about music too. He has established 
a reputation as perhaps the most 
interesting British composer of his 
generation, creating music which 
draws on elements of the 
experimental, spectral and 
minimalist traditions.  

Innately independent, he has chosen to conduct his 
compositional career at a tangent to the mainstream 
music industry, basing it instead around close 
collaborations with a number of performers, most 
notably the clarinettist Roger Heaton, the Ives 
Ensemble, Apartment House and their director Anton 
Lukoszevieze, and, most recently, EXAUDI, who 
premiered his 70 minute long vocal work comme ses 
paroles at the 2008 Huddersfield Contemporary Music 
Festival. He lives in London with his wife Susan and 
various of their children and is Professor in Music at 
Brunel University. 



The Performers 

‘EXAUDI, the extraordinary ensemble of vocal virtuosi’ Sunday Times

Since its debut in 2002, EXAUDI has emerged as one of Britain’s 
leading young contemporary music ensembles. With a repertoire that 
encompasses Ockeghem and Ferneyhough, Tallis and Xenakis, EXAUDI 
has performed to great acclaim throughout the UK and in Europe, and 
established a ground-breaking and much-praised discography on the 
British label NMC. This is the ensemble’s first disc for Metier. 

Founded by James Weeks (director) and Juliet Fraser (soprano), 
EXAUDI is based in London and draws its singers from among the UK’s 
brightest new vocal talents. The ensemble typically works as a consort 
rather than a choir – usually one voice to a part, ranging from three to 
eighteen voices – and draws inspiration for its sound from that of early 
music ensembles, a strong but focused tone that is ideal for the 
performance of harmonically intricate contemporary music. Many 
EXAUDI programmes combine the new with the old, and the ensemble 
is equally in demand for its performances of music of the High 
Renaissance and early Baroque. 

The newest new music is at the heart of EXAUDI’s repertoire, and it has 
given UK and world premières of Sciarrino, Rihm, Finnissy, Skempton, 
Richard Ayres, Christopher Fox and James Saunders among many 
others. Through its new commissioning scheme, EXAUDI is particularly 
committed to the younger generation of composers currently in their 
twenties and early thirties, and is proud to champion the work of major 
emerging voices including Evan Johnson, Amber Priestley, Stephen 
Chase, John Habron, Chung Shih Hoh, James Weeks and Claudia 
Molitor. 



Collaboration with other leading soloists and ensembles is an increasing 
feature of EXAUDI’s schedule, including recent appearances with City of 
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra (Stravinsky Threni), ASKO Ensemble, 
London Sinfonietta, Ensemble InterContemporain, Apartment House, 
Anton Lukoszevieze, Rohan de Saram, Irvine Arditti and Fretwork. 

EXAUDI has appeared at many leading UK venues and festivals, 
including Aldeburgh, Spitalfields, Soundwaves Brighton, City of London, 
Vale of Glamorgan, FuseLeeds and Huddersfield Contemporary Music 
Festivals, Dartington International Summer School, King’s Place and 
London’s South Bank (Fresh series) and National Portrait Gallery. 
Recently the ensemble has developed particularly strong links with 
Aldeburgh Music, resulting in a number of concert appearances, 
broadcasts and residencies since 2006. EXAUDI broadcasts regularly on 
BBC Radio 3, and has released critically acclaimed recordings of Michael 
Finnissy, Elisabeth Lutyens, Howard Skempton and Christopher Fox on 
NMC. EXAUDI is in increasing demand throughout Europe: recent 
engagements include IRCAM (Paris), Festival d’Automne (Paris), 
Bucharest, CDMC Madrid, Mito Settembre (Milan/Turin), MAfestival 
(Bruges) and ConTmpo (Girona). The group has twice been shortlisted 
in the Ensemble category of the RPS Awards, Britain’s leading awards 
for live classical performance, in 2006 and 2007. 

EXAUDI acknowledges support from the PRS Foundation. 

www.exaudi.org.uk





The Director 

Born in Blackburn in 1978, James 
Weeks read Music at Cambridge, and 
completed a PhD in composition at the 
University of Southampton. His music has 
been broadcast on German and Dutch 
radio and BBC Radio 3, and is promoted 
by bmic’s New Voices scheme; recent 
works have been completed for 
Endymion, Uroboros, EXAUDI, Finchley 
Children’s Music Group, Chris Redgate 
and Anton Lukoszevieze.  

As a conductor he is known for his championing of both early and contemporary 
music. He founded EXAUDI with soprano Juliet Fraser in 2002 and was 
appointed musical director of the New London Chamber Choir in November 
2007. He is also the director of Orlando Chamber Choir (London) and Kürbis 
Ensemble, and has worked with BCMG, New Music Players, IXION, BBC Singers 
and Endymion. 



More  Christopher Fox music from Metier 

‘MORE LIGHT’ – Piano Music 
Ian Pace, piano 
MSVCD 92022 

‘YOU, US, ME’ – vocal and piano music 
Amanda Crawley, soprano  

and Ian Pace, piano 
MSVCD 92031 

‘INNER’ – Solo Cello Music 
  Anton Lukoszevieze, cello 
                  MSVCD 92059                    ‘STRAIGHT LINES IN BROKEN TIMES’

                     The Ives Ensemble 
      MSVCD92081 

CLARINET QUINTET
(with music by Feldman) 
Roger Heaton, clarinet 
MSVCD 92082 

GENERIC COMPOSITION #7 – on ‘Contours’ by Kate Romano, clarinet 
MSVCD 92074 

OBOE QUINTET – on ‘Greatest Hits of All Time’ by Christopher Redgate, clarinet 
MSV 28513 



‘NATURAL SCIENCE ‘  - ensemble music 
Scott Mc Laughlin / Trio Scordatura 
MSV 28526 

‘HEADLONG’ – works for clarinet 
Heather Roche, clarinets 

MSV 28573 

SEA TO THE WEST  + MAGNIFICATION 
-on ‘Sea to the West’ MSV 28551 

STONE.WIND.RAIN.SUN3  on ‘Hohler Fels MSV 28555 
HEADLONG (oboe version) on ‘Electrifying Oboe’ MSV 77204 
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